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ADMINISTRATION OF PhD DEFENCE ON ADUM
PhD student tutorial
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Preamble
PhD defence is administered from ADUM software package.
Before launching your PhD defence on ADUM, you must discuss the reporter and
committee member proposals and the defence date with your thesis supervisor.
Then you will personally be in charge of entering these pieces of information into
your personal ADUM space.
Warning
The data you enter in ADUM must be correct (spelling of names, ranks of
members of your committee, etc.) as this information is then printed on your
diploma.
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1. PhD defence declaration
At least two months before the estimated date of your PhD defence, you will have to log into your personal space
(www.adum.fr/UBFC) and launch the procedure by clicking on “I wish to declare my PhD defence within the next 3
months”.

If you defend before December 31st, you must not re-enroll.

1.1 Defence details

Then you will fill in all the
details about your PhD
defence.

PLEASE MAKE GOOD NOTE
that it is very important for
you to fill in the fields written
in English because they will
have an impact on the
dissemination of your thesis.
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1.2 Designation of the reporters
You must provide the requested details about your thesis reporters.
You must fill in all the fields and then click on « Add » to be able to add a 2nd reporter, etc.
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1.3 Jury member proposal
You must provide the requested details about each jury member.
You must fill in all the fields and then click on « Add » to be able to add a 2nd jury member, etc.

1.4 Information about guest jury members (if any)
If needs be, you must provide the requested details about guest jury members.
You must fill in all the fields and then click on « Add » to be able to add a 2nd guest jury member.
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1.5 Thesis abstracts
You must fill in the following fields: “Thesis abstract in French”, and “Thesis abstract in English” (4,000 characters
maximum each).

PLEASE MAKE GOOD NOTE that it is very important for you to fill in the fields written in English
because they will have an impact on the dissemination of your thesis.

If you wish so or if your Doctoral School (DS) requires you to do so, you can also enter popularized versions of your
thesis abstracts in the following fields:
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1.6 Thesis filing before defence
Electronic filing of theses before defence was made compulsory by the decree of 25 May 2016, whether theses are
confidential or not. You must file in a pdf file, and first check that it is valid using FACILE.

PLEASE MAKE GOOD NOTE that it will not be possible to modify the PDF pre-defence version once the choice
of reporters has been accepted by the DS. After defence, you will perform a second, final filing that will include
the corrections requested by the jury.

1.7 Completion of the procedure
Once all pages have been updated (indicated by the
symbol), you will complete the defence procedure by clicking
on "The information relating to the jury is finalized> transmission to the thesis director for approval" (if you wish to
interrupt your entry before having completed all the information, you can click on "The elements of the defense are
in progress, recording items entered "and resume later).
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2. Approval by your thesis supervisor
Once you have completed, an email is automatically sent to your thesis supervisor, inviting him/her to connect on his/her ADUM
profile and validate the information you have entered.
If he/she validates, your doctoral school is informed.
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3. Validation of the reporters and jury members by the Doctoral School
The DS checks your file, and more particularly compliance of your jury. If necessary, it corrects data by performing
necessary modifications.
> Then you and your thesis supervisor receive the following email:
Object of the email: Request for authorisation to defend from PhD student’s family name and Christian name – DS name
Dear Madam, Dear Sir,
We are glad to inform you that your doctoral school validated your request for authorisation to defend your thesis. As of now
you can go to the home page of your personal space, then to the “Administrative Documents” heading, and print the following
forms: “Request for authorisation to defend”, “Electronic filing of thesis manuscripts before defence”, and, if needs be,
“Request for authorisation to defend in camera”. We thank you for collecting the requested signatures and bringing the
documents to the administration office of your ED.
Sincerely,
ADUM software package

You now have access to the documents related to your PhD defence in your ADUM profile.

You must print them and have your thesis supervisor and the Head of your research unit sign them. Then you must
bring these documents to your DS.

The secretary of your DS will then have the DS Director sign the documents, and forward them to the President of
UBFC for him to sign his agreement with the reporter and jury proposal.

NB: If the DS cannot validate your document as such (e.g. if the proposed jury is not in compliance with rules
and regulations), it will cancel your file completion and give you access to your ADUM file again for you to
make the required corrections before having the DS Director and the President of UBFC sign the documents.

Once the President of UBFC has granted his approval, the DS will be in charge of sending your reporters (i) their official
designation letter, (ii) a link that will allow them access to your thesis manuscript (the version filed in ADUM), and (iii)
another link for them to file in their report.
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> You and your thesis supervisor will be informed by the following email:
Object of the email: Thesis report of PhD student’s family name and Christian name – DS name
Dear Madam, Dear Sir,
We are glad to inform you that the letters of official designation have been sent to your PhD thesis reporters.
We have also made the electronic version of your thesis manuscript available to them. You can send them a hard copy of it if you
wish to.
We have invited the reporters to hand their reports before deadline.
Sincerely,
The Bureau of Doctoral Studies

Once the reporter has filed in his/her report, an email is sent to you to inform you that the report has been filed and
give you a link for you to view it:
Object of the email: Filed report, PhD student’s family name and Christian name – DS name
Dear Madam, Dear Sir,
We hereby inform you that reporter’s title, family name and Christian name, reporter of PhD student’s title, family name and
Christian name’s thesis, has filed in his/her report. You are invited to view it by clicking on the following link: link.
We are at your disposal for any further information.
Sincerely,
The Bureau of Doctoral Studies

The DS will also be in charge of informing the jury members about their designation. The email below contains their
notifications and a link for them to view your thesis manuscript:
Object of the email: PhD student’s family name and Christian name’s PhD thesis defence – DS name
Dear Madam, Dear Sir,
We are glad to attach to the present email your letter of notification as a jury member of PhD student’s title, family name and
Christian name’s defence, provided that defence is authorised.
The electronic version of the thesis manuscript, which has been transmitted to the reporters for them to examine it, is available
at the following link: link
We thank you for your collaboration, and remain at your disposal for any further information.
Sincerely,
The Bureau of Doctoral Studies
Attached file: letter of notification
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If a video-conference is requested, the proxy is attached in PDF format to the email:
Object of the email: PhD student’s family name and Christian name’s thesis defence – DS name
Dear Madam, Dear Sir
We are glad to attach to the present email your letter of notification as a jury member of PhD student’s title, family name and
Christian name’s defence, provided that defence is authorised.
You chose to take part to that PhD thesis defence in video-conference. Therefore you will also find attached the “Delegation of
signature” form, to be completed and sent to the thesis supervisor.
The electronic version of the thesis manuscript, which has been transmitted to the reporters for them to examine it, is available
at the following link: link
We thank you for your collaboration, and remain at your disposal for any further information.
Sincerely,
The Bureau of Doctoral Studies
Attached files: letter of notification + “delegation of signature” form for jury members in video-conference

At the same time, you are informed by the following email:
Object of the email: PhD student’s family name and Christian name’s thesis report – DS name
Dear Madam, Dear Sir,
We are glad to inform you that we have transmitted the letters of notification to your PhD thesis defence to the jury members,
provided that defence is authorised.
We have also made the electronic version of your thesis manuscript available to them. You can send them a hard copy of it if you
wish to.
Sincerely,
The Bureau of Doctoral Studies
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4. Thesis defence authorisation
Once the 2nd report has been received, the DS secretary can ask for the DS director’s opinion and, based on the reports,
have him/her sign the “Authorisation to defend” form.
Then your file is transmitted to the president of UBFC for him to sign it and grant final authorisation to defend.
Then an email is sent to you and your thesis supervisor to let you know that defence is authorised, and that you can
go to your personal ADUM space to download and print the defence documents to be handed to the jury on defence
day:
Object of the email: Authorised PhD defence, PhD student’s title, family name and Christian name
Adressees: PhD student, thesis supervisor, thesis co-supervisor if appropriate
Copy: DS/BDS
Dear Madam, Dear Sir,
The president of UBFC grants approval of PhD student’s title, family name and Christian name’s PhD thesis defence on defence
date at defence time.
We invite you to download the defence file from your personal space. The file includes the defence notice, the defence transcript,
the defence report, the “Filing of a thesis before defence” form, and the “Note for the jury”. The file will have to be imperatively
handed to the jury at the beginning of defence.
We thank you for your collaboration, and remain at your disposal for any further information.
Sincerely,
ADUM software package

In parallel, the DS sends the jury members an email to confirm that authorisation to defend has been granted, and
sends them the reports:
Object of the email: Confirmation of PhD student’s title, family name and Christian name’s PhD defence
Addressees: jury members
Dear Madam, Dear Sir,
The president of UBFC has approved of PhD student’s title, family name and Christian name’s thesis defence on defence date at
defence time.
You will find attached the reports from first reporter’s title, family name and Christian name and second reporter’s title, family
name and Christian name.
We thank you for your collaboration, and remain at your disposal for any further information.
Sincerely,
The Bureau of Doctoral Studies
Attached files: reporters’ reports
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5. Handing of the defence documents
Fifteen days after defence at most, your thesis supervisor shall bring the original PhD Defence transcript, duly
completed and signed, to the DS. He shall bring the Defence report as soon as possible.

6. Filing in of the final version of the thesis manuscript
A few days after defence, an email is automatically sent to you to remind you that you must file in the final version of
your manuscript (once its validity has been checked using FACILE) and fill in the “Filing of a defended thesis” form.
The maximum delay is 3 months after defence.
Object of the email: Filing in of the final version of the thesis manuscript of PhD holder’s title, family name and name
Dear PhD holder’s name,
Receive our congratulations for your PhD.
Now that your defence has passed, you must submit the final electronic version of your thesis, within a maximum of three months
after defence, once you have made the corrections suggested by the jury if applicable, and indicate the name of the jury president
on the front page of the manuscript.
We invite you to file it online in ADUM in PDF format, after checking its validity with FACILE (https://facile.cines.fr). If your
document is not declared valid by FACILE, you will be able to correct your PDF file at that same address. If you have any questions,
please contact the libraries (bibliotheque@ubfc.fr).
You must also print the attached “Filing of a defended thesis” form, sign it, have your thesis supervisor sign it, and go to your DS
for it to fill it in and sign its part. Then you must bring the following documents to your doctoral school :
- the “Filing of a defended thesis” form
- a hard copy of your thesis manuscript.
This electronic filing is compulsory for the doctoral diploma to be delivered.
Sincerely,
The Bureau of Doctoral Studies
Attached file: “Filing of a defended thesis” form

7. Collection of the certificate of doctoral degree achievement and diploma
Your certificate of achievement will be available from your doctoral school (or the Office of Doctoral Studies if you
prepare your thesis within the University of Burgundy) quickly after your defense. However, it is only once you have
made your 2nd deposit that the doctoral school (or the Office of Doctoral Studies if you prepare your thesis within the
University of Burgundy) can start printing your diploma. You will be contacted as soon as you can receive it.
Depending on the deadline for receiving your final deposit, printing and signing your diploma by the Rectorate, the
delivery of your diploma may take some time. Your doctoral school (or the Office of Doctoral Studies if you prepare
your thesis within the University of Burgundy) can inform you about it.
To find out how to withdraw your diploma, please consult the corresponding procedure on the UBFC website.
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